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Origami is the art of folding paper. 
It has been used for hundreds of 
years. Origami artists make stunning 
animals, vehicles, and other models 
from a flat sheet of paper. They fold 
it carefully and slowly to create a 
work of art. 

Anyone can learn the art of origami. 
In this book, you will learn how to 
make fun origami dinosaurs!

ORIGAMI FUN

SUPPLIES
• colorful origami paper 
• ruler or spoon for 

flattening folds 
• googly eyes
• black pen  
• glue
• scissors
• white paint

ORIGAMI SYMBOLS 
Below are key origami instruction symbols. 
You will find these throughout the book.

Fold direction

Cut line

Center line Flip paper Rotate paper

Mountain foldValley fold Pleat fold
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Waterbomb base fold

Squash 
fold

Squash 
fold

Mountain 
fold
Bend the paper 
backward, away 
from you.

Inside 
reverse fold
Push the tip of the 
paper inward  
then flatten.

Pleat fold
First fold the paper 
in one direction, 
and then in the 
opposite direction.

Outside 
reverse fold
Open the paper 
slightly and fold 
the tip outward 
then flatten.

Squash fold
Two layers open 
and are then 
squashed flat.

ORIGAMI FOLDS
Valley fold
Lift the paper and 
bend it toward you.

Dinosaur legs base fold

Kite base fold
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Brachiosaurus was an enormous 
beast. But it was not a fierce 
hunter, and it did not eat meat. 
Instead, it used its long, long 
neck to reach the tops of trees. 
There, it munched on leaves. 
Brachiosaurus needed to eat 
hundreds of pounds of food 
every day.

Valley fold the left side 
over to the right.

Valley fold the left side 
over to the right again. 
This will make the neck 

piece half as wide.

Your model should look 
like this. Now unfold it 

all the way out.

BRACHIOSAURUS

Valley fold the top  
right corner over to  

the bottom left.

UNFOLD

1

2

4
3

Paper size:  
Square sheet of origami paper,  
6 x 6 inches (15 x 15 centimeters)
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Valley fold your 
model again. This 

time, fold it over and 
over to the right.

TIME TO EAT 
 LEAVES!

Valley fold the top 
and bottom to make 

the head and tail.

Make an inside reverse fold 
to shape the face. To do 

this, open up the small head 
triangle. Take the left point, 

and fold a tiny section inside 
the head.

Cut on the dotted lines to 
shape the legs. Add a googly 
eye, draw some spines, and 
your dino is ready to stomp.

CUT
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You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com 

https://www.ebooks2go.com/bellwether-origami-fun-dinosaurs
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